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The responsibilities of sustainability leaders have never been more critical, visible, or 

complicated. As you face new requirements and scrutiny from a widening pool of stakeholders, 

implementing the right technology to support your sustainability journey is no longer a luxury,  

it’s a necessity.

Meet FigBytes, the ESG Insight Platform

FigBytes is the only platform built to go beyond data management and 

carbon to help you address the full scope of Environmental, Social, and 

Governance challenges.

The FigBytes platform captures 

Environmental, Social, and Governance 

data from across your organization, 

existing systems, and external sources 

and manages it in one, integrated, cloud-

based platform that connects to your 

strategy, automates industry reporting, 

and simplifies stakeholder engagement.

https://figbytes.com/
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Purpose-Built

Unlike systems applying out-of-date technology to 

new, complicated problems, FigBytes was designed 

to address the ever-changing ESG and sustainability 

landscapes with tools that do more than collect 

data. We help you address the four pillars of ESG 

management: strategy, data management, reporting, 

and engagement so that you can achieve your ESG 

and sustainability performance goals. 

Integrated

The FigBytes ESG Insight platform doesn’t rely on 

fragmented software, disconnected data entry, 

or complicated back-end integrations. From 

strategy alignment and data collection, to reporting 

and communication, FigBytes delivers a unified 

experience for every user, every data point, at every 

step in your ESG and sustainability journey.

Comprehensive

While carbon is the issue of the day, our

future-focused platform not only simplifies your 

journey to carbon reduction and net zero, but 

also helps you address emerging issues on the 

Environmental, Social, and Governance horizons. 

Arm yourself with a 

proven partner and 

the best technology 

on your mission to 

save the world.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/figbytes/mycompany/
https://twitter.com/FigBytes?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
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Simplify carbon accounting and solve emerging
ESG challenges in a single platform.

Whether you’re ready to manage one sustainability challenge or 

the full spectrum, each one of our solutions is built on the FigBytes 

ESG Insight Platform so that your technology investment scales 

with your sustainability journey.

https://figbytes.com/
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The FigBytes ESG Insight Platform offers an unmatched module set 
to help you manage your entire sustainability journey including:

Working with FigBytes

FigBytes believes that making positive changes 
for the planet is possible, and that the best time 
to start is now. Our team of ESG and technology 
experts supports organizations around the 
world at every step of their sustainability 
journeys and is guided by our commitment to 
exceeding client expectations, managing our 
own impact on the world, and our core values. 

We are future focused.

We are thoughtful.

We are authentic.

Engagement
Tools

Show your progress in 
real-time with custom 
dashboards, insightful 
infographics and live 
microsites that turn 
complex data into 
simple results.

Analytics
and Reporting

Automate your 
reporting to industry 
frameworks including 
GRI, CDP, SASB, 
ISSB, PCAF, 
and more.

Data
Management

Capture, control, and 
calculate operational data 
across multiple systems, 
devices, people, and 
external sources in a 
single platfrom, from 
Scopes 1, 2, 3 to DEI.

Strategy 
Management 

Bring your strategy to life 
with interactive strategy 
maps that show your goals 
and the data that support 
them in a single click.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/figbytes/mycompany/
https://twitter.com/FigBytes?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
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Interested in evolving 
your ESG Management?

FigBytes can help. We offer an 
ESG insight platform that integrates 
organization strategy, aligns ESG 
data, reports progress, and engages 
stakeholders throughout the 
sustainability journey. 

Together, we can connect data 
with purpose.

https://figbytes.com/
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